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It is not clear as to which is the best treatment among surgery and stereotactic radiotherapy (SBRT) for lung
oligometastases. A systematic review of literature with a priori selection criteria was conducted on articles
on the treatment of pulmonary metastases with surgery or SBRT. Only original articles with a population
of patients of more than 50 were selected. After final selection, 61 articles on surgical treatment and
18 on SBRT were included. No difference was encountered in short-term survival between pulmonary
metastasectomy and SBRT. In the long-term surgery seems to guarantee better survival rates. Mortality
and morbidity after treatment are 0–4.7% and 0–23% for surgery, and 0–2% and 4–31% for SBRT. Surgical
metastasectomy remains the treatment of choice for pulmonary oligometastases.
Lay abstract: Patients with metastatic cancer with a limited number of deposits may benefit from surgical
removal or irradiation of tumor nodules in addiction to chemotherapy. Surgical resection has been demon-
strated to improve survival and, in some cases, can be curative. Stereotactic radiotherapy is emerging as
a less invasive alternative to surgery, but settings and implications of the two treatments are profoundly
different. The two techniques show similar results in the short-term, with lower complications rates for
radiotherapy, while in the long-term surgery seems to guarantee higher survival rates.
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Standard treatment for metastatic disease has historically been systemic chemotherapy, usually with only limited
benefit on survival [1]. Evidence drawn from retrospective series have documented how patients with a limited
pattern of disease demonstrate improved long-term outcomes when submitted to local aggressive treatments [2].
While complete surgical excision has always been acknowledged as the upfront treatment for this condition [3],
in more recent years other techniques have been introduced, such as stereotactic radiotherapy (SBRT), which is a
hypofractionated, high-dose delivery of radiation on a target tumor. This seems to guarantee comparable results
with surgery in many retrospective series in terms of control of disease [4–6], with the advantage of lower invasiveness
and postprocedural complications. To our knowledge, there is no prospective trial or systematic review to date
comparing the effectiveness and safety of the two treatment modalities.
Therefore, we reviewed both retrospective and prospective case series, which assessed the efficacy of pulmonary
metastasectomy or SBRT in patients with an oligometastatic state in terms of prognostic outcomes, control of
disease and safety of treatment.
Materials & methods
Search strategy
A literature search was conducted in accordance with the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Review and
Metanalyses (PRISMA) [7]. An unrestricted literature search was performed using PubMed, EMBASE, Web of
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Science and Google Scholar Databases, as well as congress proceedings from major Thoracic and Cardiothoracic
society meetings.
Search terms were: ‘lung metastases’ ‘surgery’ OR ‘stereotactic radiotherapy.’ The search strategy was decided by
two authors (FL and WG) and approved by another reviewer (SG).
The literature was limited to articles published in English. References of original articles were reviewed manually
and cross-checked for other relevant reports.
Selection criteria & quality assessment
The literature research was conducted by previously defining a searching strategy using the PICOS method [8].
Initial selection criteria for study inclusion were:
• Type of study: original articles, no review or safety/feasibility studies;
• Primary tumor: no restrictions;
• Type of metastases: only pulmonary;
• Treatment modality: surgery or SBRT;
• Population >50;
• Adequate information regarding prognostic results, adverse events or both.
Since the first description of the oligometastatic state dates back to 1995, we included only articles published
since 1995. Last search was run on 15th January 2018.
Two authors (FL and WG) selected the study for inclusion, extracted studies, as well as patient information and
outcomes. Two reviewers (JGM and UL) independently assessed eligibility of the studies and risk of bias.
Studies assessing the efficacy of radiofrequency ablation were excluded since we decided to concentrate on the
comparison between surgery and SBRT. If case sample size and/or treatment results have not been clearly reported
in the abstract, articles were assessed via full text analysis for final inclusion in the review. In case of disagreement,
consensus between reviewers was obtained through conjunct review and discussion throughout all the selection
process.
We tried to contact one author to gather some information regarding results reported in his article [9], but we
did not succeed in doing so.
Data were placed into a collection sheet and information included: characteristics of populations of patients
(median age, sex ratio), inclusion/exclusion criteria of patients in the relative studies and basic disease (primary
tumor, number of pulmonary lesions, diameter of lung deposits); interventions (surgery, SBRT or both) and
treatment modalities (for surgery: surgical approach, kind of resection and postresectional status; for SBRT:
radiation doses, number of fractions of treatment delivery); length of follow-up; outcomes of treatments (survival,
rates of recurrence, progression-free survival [PFS], local control [LC], mortality, adverse events and surgical
complications).
Articles were reviewed for risk of reporting biases or evident errors. Since both treatment modalities deal with
a neoplastic condition the main outcome of interest was survival and incidence of recurrence. Where available we
also collected data on the tolerability and safety of both treatments, in the sense of incidence of adverse events,
complications and mortality within the first 30 days.
Given the wide heterogeneity of reporting clinical information across the different studies, we processed some data
in order to get them aligned and comparable: gender prevalence has been modified into male/female number; age has
been reported as it was originally as median and interquartile range, median and overall range or mean ± standard
deviation; primary tumor histology, type of treatment (approach, kind of resection and postresection status for
surgery and dose of radiation and number of frames for SBRT), outcomes, morbidity, mortality and complications
have been translated, where necessary, into percentages instead of absolute values.
Results
Study selection
Article selection process is reported in the diagram in Figure 1. The first search on electronic databases, after
exclusion of duplicates, led to 4746 results. The first screening led to 685 abstracts, which were further scrutinized:
145 original works were selected based on language (only English), sample size (>50 patients), pattern of disease
(oligometastatic) and treatment performed with curative intent (SBRT and surgery, no radiofrequency ablation,
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Original search:
“Lung metastases” surgery or
“stereotactic radiotherapy”
Titles screening:
– Only original articles, no reviews, 
no case-reports










– Patients population >50
– Oligometastatic pattern
– Aggressive local treatment
– Results of surgery, SBRT or both; no RFA
– No safety or feasibility studies or new
techniques
Full-text selection:
– 11 full-text not available
– 56 articles excluded after reading
– +1 article found from reference list
Figure 1. Flowchart of articles selection process.
RFA: Radiofrequency ablation; SBRT: Surgery and stereotactic radiotherapy.
cryoablation or other local treatments); safety or feasibility studies on new techniques were also excluded. If a
manuscript reported on comparative results between surgical metastasectomy and SBRT, but only one of the two
populations of study was greater than 50 patients, data were collected only on the arm of treatment meeting
the minimal requirements on sample size. Last selection step was performed on full text analysis. One study was
identified after checking references lists and included in the review. After final selection, a total of 79 studies were
included and: of these, 61 were reports on surgical case series and 18 reported on the results of SBRT.
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Bias
The majority of surgical studies (50.8%) do not report the size of resected lesions, which is a well-known prognostic
factor and an important information regarding the burden of disease. Moreover, a few included articles reported the
number of metastases ranging over five, which is the original uplimit for the definition of an oligometastatic state.
Conversely, a minority of studies reported information regarding a history of previous local ablative treatments for
oligometastases or the synchronous/metachronous development of metastases. Considering the relevant impact
of these aspects on the patients’ prognosis [10], this undoubtedly represents a huge limitation of the analysis. We
observed how a relevant proportion of publications on surgical series report percentages of incomplete resections
ranging between 3 and 21.3%: this represents evidence of involved margins of resection in most cases, but some
studies reported percentages of macroscopic residual disease. Including this subset of patients in survival analysis
may have a considerable impact on survival rates of the whole population, considering the known detrimental effect
of incomplete resection on prognosis [11].
None of the included studies on SBRT reported that a histological confirmation of the metastatic nature of
nodules was carried out before or after treatment. This might suggest that a proportion of the irradiated nodules
were not neoplastic, which has potential impact on the survival and recurrence analyses.
Although a statistical analysis on the difference of populations’ age between surgical and SBRT series could
not be performed, median/mean age tend to be higher in SBRT studies. This point should be considered when
comparing results of both treatments, since populations might be different in terms of baseline conditions, with
relevant effects on outcomes.
Patient population & tumor characteristics
Surgery
Results concerning study populations and the characteristics of tumors in surgical series are reported in Table 1.
Among the 68 manuscripts on surgical series, only one was a prospective observational study, whereas the others
were all retrospective. Some works report how their data were derived from prospectively maintained databases, but
none of them clearly reported a prospective protocol for their study.
Population size ranged between 50 and 5206, with a median sample size of 114 patients (interquartile range
[IQR]: 78–202). Apart from few articles reporting outcomes on the treatment of patients with metastases from
sarcoma – where subjects were usually younger – mean or median values ranged uniformly between 48 and 66 years.
With the obvious exception of the series of patients treated for metastases from breast cancer, the majority of
works reported a marked prevalence of males in their populations. The larger proportion of studies pertained to
populations of patients with metastases from colorectal cancer only (24 articles) or various primary tumor origin (19
articles). Seven articles illustrated results of patients treated for metastases from primary sarcoma. The large majority
of articles (95.1%) report number of metastases, but the way this information is detailed vary quite extensively
across studies: number of pulmonary deposits is referred as mean/patient, total number, single versus multiple or
stratified per number with relative percentages/absolute numbers. The same observation can be made regarding
size of pulmonary metastases, but in this case the information is provided in less than half of the manuscripts. A
quite high conformity has been found in reported inclusion criteria. However, in 14 articles (20.6%), no reference
was made to criteria for enrolling patients in the studies [12–25].
SBRT
Information regarding the study population and tumor characteristics of SBRT series are reported in Table 2. With
the exception of one prospective study, all included papers regarding the results of SBRT were retrospective case
series. Median sample population was 66 patients (IQR: 61–96, range: 50–700). Age has usually been reported as
median or mean and range, whereas in three articles it has been stratified as 60 years the cutoff for subdivision. Only
in one article median age was <60 years [26], whereas most populations’ median/mean age ranged between 65 and
71. Male sex was prevalent in the majority of articles (88.9%) with a male/female ratio ranging between 0.93 and
6.12. Regarding tumor characteristics, 77.8% of articles included patients with pulmonary metastases arising from
various primary tumors. Three articles (16.7%) were focused on results of irradiated metastases from colorectal
cancer and only one on the recurrence of lung tumors. The number of lung deposits has been presented as absolute
numbers, mean/patient or stratified with relative number/percentages. Tumor size has been variously described as
diameter or volume, this latter both as gross tumor volume (GTV) or planning tumor volume (PTV). In 22.2% of
papers, tumor size has been reported as stratified in classes, in a quite heterogeneous way across studies. Patients’
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Table 1. Surgery: study populations’ and tumors’ characteristics.
Study (year) Type Pat Age (range) M:F Primary tumor Lesions (n) Tumor diameter Ref.
Fourquier et al.
(1997)
R 50 59‡ (40–78) 38:12 RCC 134 ns [12]
Robert et al.
(1997)
R 276 38‡ (5–78) 193:83 S: 46%, T: 32%, C: 19%, M: 1.8%, O: 1.4% 1: 42.7%; 1: 57.3% ns [44]
Pastorino et al.
(1997)
R 5206 46‡ (2–93) 2932:2273 E: 43%, S: 42%, GCC: 7%, M: 6%, O: 2% 1: 45.8%; 1: 54.2% ns [10]
van der Veen
et al. (1998)





R 85 48.5‡ (16–79) 41:44 STS: 21.2%, Os: 15.3%, HN: 14.1%, B:
11.8%, CRC: 8.2%, CC: 5.9%, M: 4.7%,
RCC: 3.5%, Bl: 3.5%, O: 11.8%
1: 74.1%; 1: 25.9% ns [45]
Kolodziejski
et al. (1999)
R 93 50† (17–71) 49:44 RCC: 25%, CRC: 11%, STS: 11%, M: 10%,
B: 10%, U: 7%, NSCLC: 6%, Te: 4%, O:
16%
1: 86%; 2: 8,6%; 3:
5.4%
ns [35]
Leo et al. (2000) R 282 47† 156:126 M 1: 65.1%; 1: 34.9% ns [46]
Friedel et al.
(2001)
R 467 53‡ (21–87) All F B 1: 65.9%; 1: 44.1% ns [47]
Piltz et al. (2002) R 105 59‡ (35–78) 73:32 RCC 1: 46.7%; 1 53.3% ns [48]
Planchard et al.
(2003)
R 125 53‡ (30–82) All F B 1: 59.2%; 1: 40.8% 20.5† (5–70) [49]
Monteiro et al.
(2004)
R 78 59‡ (25–78) 41:37 Co: 24.4%, Re: 20.5%, B: 15.4%, U: 7.7%,
HN: 6.4%, UT: 7.7%, Te: 3.8%, O: 14.1%





R 75 58‡ (33–82) 42:33 CRC 1: 65.6%; 1: 34.4% 20‡ (5–80) [50]
Shiono et al.
(2005)
R 87 61‡ (23–82) 57:30 CRC 1: 75.9%; 1: 24.1% 18‡ (7–6.7) [51]
Casali et al.
(2006)
R 142 60.9 (33–89) 74:68 CRC: 44%, RCC: 22%, B: 16%, HN: 5%, U:
4%, SG: 3%, Bl: 2%, O: 4%
1: 65%; 1: 35% ns [52]
Furak et al.
(2006)
R 52 60.5† (20–86) 32:20 CRC: 37%, RCC 19%, M: 15%, B: 6%, Bl:
6%, U: 4%, Os: 4%, Te: 2%, SG: 2%, O:
2%, Th: 2%, L: 2%
1: 82.7%; 1: 17.3% ns [53]
Harting et al.
(2006)
R 93 10: 17.2%;
10–21: 82.8%
ns S 1: 28.3%; 1: 71.7% ns [54]
Rena et al.
(2006)
R 202 64‡ (24–80) 107:95 CRC: 46.4%, RCC: 15.2% B: 11.4%, Bl:
10.2%, HN: 8.2%, U: 4.3%, O: 4.3%
1: 72.7%; 1: 27.3% ns [55]
Assouad et al.
(2007)
R 65 62.1† (42–82) 52:13 RCC ns ns [15]
Melloni et al.
(2007)
R 81 61‡ (38–83) 49:32 CRC 1: 54.3%; 1: 45.7% 20‡ (10–130) [16]
Veronesi et al.
(2007)
R 124 59‡ (24–82) 61:63 C: 43.5%, S: 12.1%, HN: 6.4%, UT: 12.9%,
B: 8.9%, Gy: 6.4%, M: 4.8%, GCC: 2.4%,
O: 2.4%
1: 58.9%; 1 41.1% ns [56]
Dahabre et al.
(2008)





R 94 49‡ (9–75) 47:47 S 1: 36.2%; 1: 63.8% ns [17]
Yoshimoto et al.
(2008)
R 90 55.1† (32–77) All F B 1: 86.7%; 1: 13.3% 23† (8–48) [37]
Winter et al.
(2008)
R 67 57.1† 53:14 HN 1: 79.1%; 1: 20.9% 30: 79.1%;
30: 20.9%
[57]
Lin et al. (2009) R 63 58.7† (32–78) 39:24 CRC 1: 65%; 1: 35% 27.7† (5–86) [58]
Values expressed as median/mean (range):
†Mean.
‡Median.
A: Adenocarcinoma; B: Breast; Bl: Bladder; C: Carcinoma; CC: Cervical carcinoma; Co: Colon; CRC: Colorectal cancer; E: Epithelial; En: Endometrial; GCC: Germ-cell cancer; GI:
Gastrointestinal tract; Go: Gonads; Gy: Gynecological tract; HN: Head & neck; IQR: Interquartile range; L: Larynx; M: Melanoma; M/F: Male/female; ns: Not stated; NSCLC: Non-
small-cell lung cancer; O: Other; Os: Osteosarcoma; Ov: Ovary; P: Prospective; Pa: Prostate; Pat: Number of patients; R: Retrospective; RCC: Renal cell carcinoma; Re: Rectum; S:
Sarcoma; SG: Salivary gland; STS: Soft tissue sarcoma; T: Teratoma; Te: Testicle; Th: Thyroid; Ty: Thymus; U: Uterine; UL: Uterine leyomiosarcoma; UT: Urinary tract; VATS: Video-assisted
thoracic surgery.
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Table 1. Surgery: study populations’ and tumors’ characteristics (cont.).
Study (year) Type Pat Age (range) M:F Primary tumor Lesions (n) Tumor diameter Ref.
Rama et al.
(2009)





R 56 64‡ (42–76) 26:30 CRC 1: 68.5%; 1: 31.5% 20‡ (5–88) [60]
Borasio et al.
(2010)
R 137 63.8† (35–82) 82:55 CRC 1: 59.9%; 1: 40.1% 20‡ (2.5–70.0) [61]
Riquet et al.
(2010)
R 127 65† (36–85) 74:53 CRC 1: 59.0%; 1: 41.0% 30.2† (2–90) [62]
Sardenberg
et al. (2010)
R 77 45: 48.1%;
45: 51.9%





R 87 60.5† (16–82) 47:40 CRC: 51.7%, RCC: 14.9%, U: 8%, L: 5.7%,





R 575 58† (14–83) 247:328 E: 75.8%, GI: 36.5%, B: 8.9%, UT: 14.9%,
Gy: 7.3%, HN: 7.5%, Ty: 0.7%, S: 16.3%,
M: 5.7%, GCC: 2.1%
1: 36.3%; 1: 63.7% ns [65]
Long et al.
(2011)
R 55 47‡ (12–88) 40:15 CRC: 25.4%, HCC: 16.4%, RCC: 10.8%, Os:





R 81 43.5‡ 45:36 S mean 5.5/patient ns [67]
Zabaleta et al.
(2011)





R 229 60‡ (24–82) 129:100 CRC 1: 76.9%; 1: 23.1% 15‡ (2–145) [18]
Chua et al.
(2012)
R 292 59‡ (19–84) 208:84 M 1: 59.2%; 1: 40.8% 20‡ (10–150) [69]
Goonerante
et al. (2012)
R 106 64‡ (IQR: 16–46) 59:57 CRC 1: 75.5%; 1: 24.5% 20‡ (14–38) [19]
Hirosawa et al.
(2012)
R 266 64‡ (25–86) 168:98 CRC 1: 45.1%; 1: 54.9% 18‡ (4–70) [70]
Mizuno et al.
(2012)
R 52 41‡ (7–74) 34:18 S 1: 53.8%; 1: 46.2% ns [20]
Lo Faso et al.
(2013)
R 164 64.17† ± 14.4 100:64 S: 17.1%, M: 4.3%, GCC: 1.8%, E: 76.38% 1: 59.1%; 1: 40.9% ns [71]
Poletti et al.
(2013)
R 119 52‡ (15–75) 68:51 CRC: 47.9%, S: 21.8%, HN: 7.5%, Go: 5.9% 511 ns [38]
Cho et al. (2014) R 626 62‡ (23–86) 390:136 CRC 1‡ (1–21) 16 [72]
Renaud et al.
(2014)
R 320 63‡ (27–86) 215:105 CRC 1: 49.4%; 1: 50.6% ns [73]
Renaud et al.
(2014)
R 122 63.3† (43–82) 84:38 RCC 1: 35.2%; 1: 64.8% ns [74]
Zampino et al.
(2014)
R 199 61‡ (19–82) 125:74 CRC 1: 47.7%; 1: 52.3% ns [75]
Booth et al.
(2015)
R 709 65† 424:285 CRC ns ns [41]
Hou et al. (2015) R 114 62‡ (45–76) 74:40 CRC 151 40‡ (10–70) [21]
Seebacher et al.
(2015)
R 209 62.4† (30–81) 110:99 CRC: 40.2%, RCC: 18.2%, B: 10.5%, U:
6.7%, HN: 4.8%, M: 4.3%, S: 3.8%, Th:
3.8%, UT: 3.3%, O: 4.8%
3.4† ± 4.1 per pat 26† [76]
Guerrera et al.
(2016)
R 188 66‡ (IQR: 58–72) 109:79 CRC 1: 53%; 1: 47% 30‡ [77]
Values expressed as median/mean (range):
†Mean.
‡Median.
A: Adenocarcinoma; B: Breast; Bl: Bladder; C: Carcinoma; CC: Cervical carcinoma; Co: Colon; CRC: Colorectal cancer; E: Epithelial; En: Endometrial; GCC: Germ-cell cancer; GI:
Gastrointestinal tract; Go: Gonads; Gy: Gynecological tract; HN: Head & neck; IQR: Interquartile range; L: Larynx; M: Melanoma; M/F: Male/female; ns: Not stated; NSCLC: Non-
small-cell lung cancer; O: Other; Os: Osteosarcoma; Ov: Ovary; P: Prospective; Pa: Prostate; Pat: Number of patients; R: Retrospective; RCC: Renal cell carcinoma; Re: Rectum; S:
Sarcoma; SG: Salivary gland; STS: Soft tissue sarcoma; T: Teratoma; Te: Testicle; Th: Thyroid; Ty: Thymus; U: Uterine; UL: Uterine leyomiosarcoma; UT: Urinary tract; VATS: Video-assisted
thoracic surgery.
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Table 1. Surgery: study populations’ and tumors’ characteristics (cont.).
Study (year) Type Pat Age (range) M:F Primary tumor Lesions (n) Tumor diameter Ref.
Filippi et al.
(2016)
R 142 66‡ (IQR: 59–72) 87:55 CRC 1: 54.9%; 1: 45.1% 15‡ [30]
Franzke et al.
(2016)
R 178 59.3† (17–85.4) 110:68 CRC: 30.3%, RCC: 16.9%, S: 14.6%, M:
10.6%, GCC: 3.9%, B: 3.4%, O: 20.3%
1: 55.6%; 1: 44.4% 19.6† (3–120) [78]
Girelli et al.
(2016)
R 109 48‡ (IQR: 31–65) 58:51 SG 1: 26.6%; 1: 73.4% ns [79]
Okiror et al.
(2016)
R 66 51‡ (16–79) 39:27 S 3‡ (1–9) ns [80]
Guerrini et al.
(2016)
R 224 64† ± 14.4 140:84 S: 12.5%, M: 3%, GCC: 1.3%, CRC: 59.8%,
B: 10.7%, UT: 5.8%, Gy: 0.9%, HN: 5.8%
1: 56.7% 1: 43.3% ns [39]
Gafencu et al.
(2017)
R 327 50.57† ± 16.21 166:161 S 1–3: 86.5%; 4+:
23.5
21.7† [22]





R 100 64.7† ± 10.0 56:44 CRC 1: 72%; 1: 28% 20: 68%; 20:
32%
[81]
Sun et al. (2017) R 154 65: 71.4%;
65: 28.6%
101:53 CRC 1: 81.2%; 1: 18.8% 21‡ [82]
Shiono et al.
(2017)





R 68 61‡ (18–80) 37:31 CRC: 57.3%, S: 26.5%, RCC: 7.3%, O: 8.8% 109 (1.60 per pat) 20† (1.7–2.4) [24]
Values expressed as median/mean (range):
†Mean.
‡Median.
A: Adenocarcinoma; B: Breast; Bl: Bladder; C: Carcinoma; CC: Cervical carcinoma; Co: Colon; CRC: Colorectal cancer; E: Epithelial; En: Endometrial; GCC: Germ-cell cancer; GI:
Gastrointestinal tract; Go: Gonads; Gy: Gynecological tract; HN: Head & neck; IQR: Interquartile range; L: Larynx; M: Melanoma; M/F: Male/female; ns: Not stated; NSCLC: Non-
small-cell lung cancer; O: Other; Os: Osteosarcoma; Ov: Ovary; P: Prospective; Pa: Prostate; Pat: Number of patients; R: Retrospective; RCC: Renal cell carcinoma; Re: Rectum; S:
Sarcoma; SG: Salivary gland; STS: Soft tissue sarcoma; T: Teratoma; Te: Testicle; Th: Thyroid; Ty: Thymus; U: Uterine; UL: Uterine leyomiosarcoma; UT: Urinary tract; VATS: Video-assisted
thoracic surgery.
inclusion criteria were reported in 83.3% of articles, 72.2% also described definition criteria for an oligometastatic
state and, in most of the publications, the maximum size of metastases accepted for irradiation <50 mm.
Treatment
Surgery
The description of surgical approaches and length of follow-up are presented in Table 3. A common attitude was
determined regarding surgical approach and extent of resection. The most common surgical approach reported was
thoracotomy. Interestingly, a positive trend has been found in more recent publications in the reported percentages
of resection performed via thoracoscopy (video-assisted thoracic surgery [VATS]). Bilateral localizations of disease
have been treated with different approaches: staged thoracotomies within a short interval of time represent the
main proportion, while other approaches such as median sternotomy, synchronous bilateral thoracotomy, hand-
assisted procedures and clamshell incision have been described in several papers. A large proportion of authors
favored a lung-sparing resection, atypical resection, which was also the most frequent intervention performed.
Wedge resections were reported as almost the totality of procedure performed in one paper employing a substernal
hand-assisted approach, whereas they represent only 11% of resections performed in a series of patients with
metastases from breast cancer. Apart from these cases, in many publications atypical resections have been employed
in approximately 60–70% of surgical procedures. Extensive resections represent a minor proportion in the majority
of works, but pneumonectomies constitute up to 19.5% of resections performed in some series. Several studies
mention percentages of patients were residual disease could be assumed (microscopic, R1) or evident (macroscopic,
R2) after metastasectomy. A R0 resection was achieved in more than 90% of cases in most articles, but rates of
incomplete resection and even macroscopic residual disease could reach 20% in several reports [18].
There was wide heterogeneity in reporting follow-up time with 15 authors (24.6%) not mentioning it at all.
Median follow-up was greater than 2 years in 67.2% and greater than 4 years in 18% of included articles.
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Table 2. Stereotactic radiotherapy: studies’ population and tumor characteristics.
Study (year) Type Pat Age (range) M:F Primary tumor Lesions (n) Tumor diameter Ref.
Hof et al. (2007) R 61 65.9† (25–87) 40:21 NSCLC: 50.8%; CRC: 13.1%; B:
6.5%; O: 29.5%
71 GTV 10 cm3† (1–53) [6]
Ricardi et al.
(2011)
R 61 70† (46–86) 2.34:1 NSCLC: 53.5%; CRC: 21.3%; Pa:
3.3%; HCC: 3.3%; HN: 3.3%; O:
12.8%
77 20 mm† (7–45) [83]
Zhang et al.
(2011)
R 71 59† (15–84) 45:26 NSCLC: 18.3%; CRC: 15.5%; HN:
14.1%; S: 11.3%; HCC: 11.3%;
RCC: 8.5%; B: 7.0%; O: 14.1%
172 21 mm† (0.9–7.9) [25]
Oh et al. (2012) R 57 60: 28%; 60:
72%
49:8 NSCLC: 49.2%; HCC: 13.4%; CRC:
10.5%; HN: 16.4%; O: 10.5%





R 67 71† (40–86) 44:31 NSCLC: 37.4%; CRC: 40.3%; M:
7.5%; HN: 4.5%; HCC: 2.9%; Oe:
2.9%; B: 1.5%; RCC: 1.5%; Pr:
1.5%
90 17 mm† (7–38) [5]
Osti et al. (2013) P 66 68† (25–89) 32:34 NSCLC: 18%; CRC: 35%; B: 17%;
O: 30%
103 10 cc: 62%; 10 cc:
38%
[29]
Siva et al. (2015) R 65 69† (IQR: 61–78) 38:27 CRC: 31%; NSCLC: 25%; HN: 11%;






R 66 71† (27–87) 44:22 NSCLC: 47%; CRC: 19.7%; HN:
15.1%; Oe: 4.5%; U: 4.5%; O:
9.1%
76 ≤ 30: 92.1%; 30: 7.9% [85]
Binkley et al.
(2015)
R 77 60† (30–93) 40:37 NSCLC: 17.2%; CRC: 21.3%; S:
15.6%; O: 45.9%
122 GTV: 3.7 ml† (0.2–61.4) [86]
Jung et al.
(2015)
R 50 65† (30–82) ns CRC 79 GTV: 1.5 ml† (0.2–34.8) [87]
De Rose et al.
(2016)
R 60 70.5† (33–89) 40:20 NSCLC 90 Cumulative volume:
17.5 cm3‡ (0.9–184)
[88]
Kinj et al. (2016) R 53 69† (47–84) 35:18 Re: 32.1%; Co: 67.9% 87 16 mm† (3–70) [33]
Helou et al.
(2016)
R 120 67‡ ± 11 yrs 58:62 NSCLC: 31.3%; RCC: 25.3%; B:
21.7%; O: 21.7%
184 15 mm† (IQR: 10–25) [89]
Rieber et al.
(2016)
R 700 67† (6.4–99.9) 449:251 NSCLC: 30%; CRC: 21.9%; S:
7.3%; RCC: 6.9%; B: 6.2%; M:
3.4%; Oe: 2.6%; O: 21.7%
1: 42.4%; 1:
57.6%
22 mm† (4–94) [4]
Yamashita et al.
(2016)
R 96 72† (25–88) 65:31 CRC: 26%; NSCLC: 25%; HN: 8%;
U: 8%; O: 32%
1: 79.2%; 1:
20.8%
19 mm† (0.6–4.2) [90]
Franceschini
et al. (2017)
R 200 69† (22–90) 123:77 RCC: 12%; M: 4.5%; HCC: 10%;
SG: 3.5%; S: 20.5%; CRC: 49.5%
1: 64%; 1: 36% ns [91]
Ricco et al.
(2017)
R 447 69† (18–93) 223:221 B: 9.2%; CRC: 25.7%; HN: 11.4%;
NSCLC: 16.6%; RCC: 8.1%; M:
6.5%; O: 22.1%
1† (1–3) 10.58 cc† (0.1–654.5) [92]
Qiu et al. (2018) R 65 60: 60%; 60:
40%
37:28 CRC 1: 36.9%; 1:
63.1%
10 mm: 27.7%; 1:
72.3%
[93]
Values expressed as median/mean (range):
†Median.
‡Mean.
B: Breast; Co: Colon; CRC: Colorectal Cancer; GTV: Gross tumor volume; HCC: Hepatocarcinoma; HN: Head & neck; IQR: Interquartile range; M: Melanoma; ns: Not stated; NSCLC:
Non-small-cell lung cancer; O: Other; Oe: Oesophagus; P: Prospective; Pa: Pancreas; Pat: Patient; Pr: Prostate; R: Retrospective; RCC: Renal Cell Carcinoma; Re: Rectal; S: Sarcoma;
SG: Salivary gland; STS: Soft tissue sarcoma; U: Uterine.
SBRT
The description of treatments and length of follow-up is reported in Table 4. A wide range of treatment regimens
were found within and across studies, in terms of prescribed doses of radiation and fractions of delivery. Several
papers report percentage of isodose delivered at isocenter and PTV and biologically effective doses (BED10). All
papers reported follow-up period, usually expressed as median and range. Median follow-up time was higher than
2 years in 44.4% of included articles, however, none of them reported a follow-up time of more than 4 years.
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Table 3. Surgery: treatment and follow-up.
Study (year) Resection Approach R0 Follow-up (mo) Ref.
Fourquier et al.
(1997)
W: 56%; S: 6%; L: 34%; SL: 2%; P: 10% Th: 64%; S: 12%; BTh: 8%; STh: 14% ns 42† (1–200) [12]
Robert et al. (1997) W: 66%; S: 5%; L: 24%; P: 5% Th: 68.8%; TL: 5.1%; St: 17.4%; STh: 8.7% 90% 38‡ (0–161) [44]
Pastorino et al.
(1997)
W: 66.7%; S: 8.6%; L: 21.3%; P: 2.5% Th: 59.7%; BTh: 11%; St: 27.2%; V: 1.7% 88% 46† [10]
van der Veen et al.
(1998)
W: 94.9%; L: 5.1% St 82.1% 22‡ (1–132) [13]
Abecasis et al.
(1999)
W: 55.5%; S: 2.0%; L: 32.9%; B: 7.6%; P:
2.0%
Th: 91.5%; STh: 6.3%; Cl: 1.1%; V: 1.1% ns 22‡ (1–146) [45]
Kolodziejski et al.
(1999)
W: 33%; S: 13%; L: 28%; P: 19.5%; ETh:
6.5%
Th: 99%; St: 1% ns ns [35]
Leo et al. (2000) P: 4.5%; L: 26.8%; W/S: 68.7% U: 79.4%; Bi: 20.6% ns ns [46]
Friedel et al. (2001) W: 61.2%; S: 12.0%; L: 24.4%; P: 1.3%; ns:
1.1%
Th: 75.4%; St: 20.4%; V: 3.6%; ns: 0.6% 84% 34† (0–240) [47]
Piltz et al. (2002) W: 78.6%; S: 6%; L: 12.6%; B: 3.8% ns ns ns [48]
Planchard et al.
(2003)
W/S: 74%; L: 20%; C: 6% Th: 92%; BTh: 8% ns 112.8† (2–264) [49]
Monteiro et al.
(2004)
W: 70.4%; L: 28.6%; P: 1% ns ns 40.8† (3–162) [36]
Vogelsang et al.
(2004)
An: 29.8%; W: 70.2% ns 100% 33‡ (4–116) [50]
Shiono et al. (2005) W: 49.5%; S: 19.5%; L: 28.8%; B: 1.1%; P:
1.1%
ns ns 32‡ (1–110) [51]
Casali et al. (2006) W: 69%; L: 28%; B: 3% ns Ns ns [52]
Furak et al. (2006) W: 54%; L: 42%; P: 4% U: 90%; Bi: 10% ns ns [53]
Harting et al. (2006) ns U: 58.6%; Bi: 41.4% 64.7% 34.8‡ (9–241) [54]
Rena et al. (2006) W: 62.5%; S: 5.6%; L: 23.8%; C: 4.5%; B:
1.6%; P: 1.9%
Th: 95.5%; St: 1.5%; Cl: 0.5%; STh: 2.5% 83.6% 25‡ (1–218) [55]
Assouad et al.
(2007)
W: 56.6%; L: 20.5%; S: 13.2%; C: 6.0%; P:
3.6%
U: 79.1%; Bi: 20.9% ns ns [15]
Melloni et al. (2007) W: 69.3%; L: 29.5%; P: 1.2% Th: 93.2%; St/STh: 6.8% ns 20‡ (4–154) [16]
Veronesi et al.
(2007)
W: 40.3%; S: 21.6%; L: 35.2%; P: 2.9% Th ns 31† (2–82) [56]
Dahabre et al.
(2008)
W/S: 45%; L: 41%; B 7%; P: 7% ns 91.2% ns [9]
Smith et al. (2008) W: 78.7%; L: 18.1%; P: 3.2% ns 78.7% Minimum 60 [17]
Yoshimoto et al.
(2008)
W: 11.1%; S: 12.2%; L: 75.6%; P: 1.1% ns ns 79.2‡ [37]
Winter et al. (2008) W: 77.8%; S: 12.3%; L: 6.2%; P: 1.2%; B:
2.5%
ns ns ns [57]
Lin et al. (2009) W: 58.7%; L: 41.3% ns ns 37.3‡ (12–122) [58]
Rama et al. (2009) W: 78%; L: 17%; O: 5% Th: 84%; BTh: 15%; St: 1% ns ns [59]
Takakura et al.
(2009)
W/S: 50%; L: 50% ns ns 30‡ (4–126) [60]
Borasio et al. (2010) W: 70.8%; S: 9.5%; L: 19%; B: 0.7% Th: 85.4%; St: 11.7%; BTh: 0.7%; V: 2.2% ns 36.2‡ (4.6–126) [61]
Riquet et al. 2010 W/S: 56%; L: 36.3%; P: 7.7% ns ns 46‡ (2–256) [62]
Sardenberg
et al. 2010
W/S: 81.8%; L: 15.6%; Bio: 2.6% ns ns 36.7‡ (10–138) [63]
Tacconi et al. (2010) W HAV ns 65† (8–72) [64]
Casiraghi et al.
(2011)
Tu: 20.8%; W: 39.2%; S:11.8%; L/B: 27%; P:
1.2%
Th: 68.8%; STh: 26.3%; St: 2%; HCl: 0.2%;
O: 0.4%
85.2% 34† [65]
Follow-up values expressed in months as mean/median (range):
†Mean.
‡Median.
An: Anatomical resection; B: Bilobectomy; Bi: Bilateral; Bio: Biopsy; BTh: Simultaneous bilateral thoracotomy; C: Combined resection; Cl: Clamshell; Eth: Exploratory thora-
cotomy; HAV: Substernal hand-assisted thoracoscopic approach; HCl: Hemiclamshell; IQR: Interquartile range; L: Lobectomy; La: Laser resection; ns: Not stated; O: Other; P:
Pneumonectomy; R0: No residual disease; S: Segmentectomy; SL: sleeve lobectomy; St: Median sternotomy; STh: Staged thoracotomy; Th: Thoracotomy; TL: Thoracolaparo-
tomy: Tu: Tumorectomy; U: Unilateral; V: Video-assisted thoracic surgery; W: Wedge resection.
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Table 3. Surgery: treatment and follow-up (cont.).
Study (year) Resection Approach R0 Follow-up (mo) Ref.
Long et al. (2011) W: 99.5%; L: 0.5% HAV ns 27.4 (1–74) [66]
Stephens et al.
(2011)
W/S: 85%; L/P: 15% ns ns 27.0† [67]
Zabaleta et al.
(2011)
W: 47.5%; L: 37.6%; B: 1.0%; P: 5.0%; C:
5.0%
Th: 91.2%; V: 6.5%; O: 2.0% ns 43‡ (0–130) [68]
Blackmon et al.
(2012)
W: 72.5%; S: 12.2%; L: 15.3% V: 16.2%; St/Cl: 8.7%; Th: 73.4%; O: 1.7% ns 37.2‡ [18]
Chua et al. (2012) W/S: 51%; O: 49% U: 94%; Bi: 6% 80% 20‡ (0–255) [69]
Goonerante et al.
(2012)
W: 54.1%; L: 42.4%; C: 7.4%; P: 2.1% ns ns 30‡ (IQR: 16–46) [19]
Hirosawa et al.
(2012)
W: 42.3%; S: 38.3%; L: 32.4% U: 87.6%; Bi: 22.4% 100% 74‡ (1–188) [70]
Mizuno et al. (2012) W: 84%; S: 9%; L: 7% V: 59%; Th: 41% 92% ns [20]
Lo Faso et al. (2013) W: 64.1%; S: 10.4%; L: 25%; P: 0.5% V 97% 38† [71]
Poletti et al. (2013) W/S: 51.3%; Tu: 29.9%; L/B: 15.6%; P: 3.2% ns ns ns [38]
Cho et al. (2014) W: 77.3%; S: 5.9%; L: 15.6%; P: 0.8% Th/St: 76.1%; V: 23.8% ns 45.5‡ (23.0–94.2) [72]
Renaud et al. (2014) W/S: 71%; L: 22%; P: 7% ns ns 33‡ (IQR: 42.5) [73]
Renaud et al. (2014) W: 79.5%; L: 18%; P: 2.5% Th ns ns [74]
Zampino
et al. (2014)
W: 60.3%; S: 13.6%; L: 26.1% ns 89.4% 48‡ (3.6–172.8) [75]
Booth et al. (2015) L: 40%; S: 56%; P: 4% ns ns ns [41]
Hou et al. (2015) VATS: L: 33.3%: W: 66.7%
Open: L: 36.8%; W: 63.2%





W/S/La: 94.5%; L: 5.5% Th ns 60 [76]
Guerrera et al.
(2016)
W: 68.1%; S: 8.5%; L: 20.2%; P: 0.5%; C:
2.9%
Th: 80.9%; St: 18.1%; BTh: 1.0% 92% 45‡ (IQR: 30–69) [77]
Filippi et al. (2016) ns ns ns ns [30]
Franzke et al. (2016) La: 55.6%; W: 34.8%; S: 5.1%; L: 4.5% Th: 74.5%; V: 25.5% 99% 23.8‡ (2–66) [78]
Girelli et al. (2016) ns ns 83.5% 52‡ [79]
Okiror et al. (2016) ns V: 73%; Th: 27% ns 31‡ (1–60) [80]
Guerrini et al.
(2016)
L: 23%; W/S: 77% V ns 40† [39]
Gafencu et al.
(2017)
W/La: 85.1%; S: 4.9%; L:10.1% U: 70.0%; Bi: 29.9% ns ns [22]
Kim et al. (2017) W: 81.4%; S: 8.5%; L: 7.0%; C: 3.1% ns ns 46.4† (9–111) [23]
Shiomi et al. (2017) W: 76%; S/L: 24% ns 100% 51 [81]
Sun et al. (2017) W: 66.9%; S: 3.2%; L: 29.9% V ns 37‡ (2–138) [82]
Shiono et al. (2017) W: 82.3%; S: 17.7% ns 100% 64.8‡ [14]
Lodeweges et al.
(2017)
ns ns ns 7.6 years
(5.8–9.8)
[24]
Follow-up values expressed in months as mean/median (range):
†Mean.
‡Median.
An: Anatomical resection; B: Bilobectomy; Bi: Bilateral; Bio: Biopsy; BTh: Simultaneous bilateral thoracotomy; C: Combined resection; Cl: Clamshell; Eth: Exploratory thora-
cotomy; HAV: Substernal hand-assisted thoracoscopic approach; HCl: Hemiclamshell; IQR: Interquartile range; L: Lobectomy; La: Laser resection; ns: Not stated; O: Other; P:
Pneumonectomy; R0: No residual disease; S: Segmentectomy; SL: sleeve lobectomy; St: Median sternotomy; STh: Staged thoracotomy; Th: Thoracotomy; TL: Thoracolaparo-
tomy: Tu: Tumorectomy; U: Unilateral; V: Video-assisted thoracic surgery; W: Wedge resection.
Outcomes & Complications
Surgery
A description of the prognostic outcomes of surgical treatments and postoperative complications is reported in
Table 5. Prognostic outcomes were variously described across studies: a survival analysis has been performed in the
vast majority of articles, but intervals for assessing survivors’ prevalence ranged widely between short-term (1 and
2 years) and long-term lapses (5 and 10 years). Rates of survival at 1, 5 and 10 years ranged between 88–96%,
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Table 4. Stereotactic radiotherapy: treatment and follow-up.
Study (year) BED10 Total dose (Gy) Fractions Follow-up (mo) Ref.
Hof et al. (2007) ns 12–30 1 14‡ (1.5–82) [6]
Ricardi et al. (2011) ns 26–45 1–3 20.4‡ (3–77.4) [83]
Zhang et al. (2011) 79.2–132 36–60 3–5 24.7‡ (2.9–114.4) [25]
Oh et al. (2012) 100–150 50–60 4–5 21‡ (3–107) [34]
Filippi et al. (2014) 94–138 26 1 24‡ [5]
Osti et al. (2013) 76–120 23–30 1 15‡ (3–45) [29]
Siva et al. (2015) ns (18–50) 1–5 25‡ [84]
Aoki et al. (2015) 100 (85.5–120) 50 (45–60) 5 (5–9) 31.7‡ (4.3–130) [85]
Binkley et al. (2015) 85 (50.4–151.2) 25 (18–50) ns 22‡ (3–68) [86]
Jung et al. (2015) ns 40–60 3–4 42.8‡ (11.0–104.1) [87]
De Rose et al. (2016) ns 48–60 3–8 28.1‡ (5.4–104.5) [88]
Kinj et al. (2016) ns 50–75 3–5 33‡ (4–85) [33]
Helou et al. (2016) ns 48–52 4–5 22‡ (IQR 14–33) [89]
Rieber et al. (2016) 84.4 (22.5–180) 12.5 (3–33) 3 (1–13) 14.3‡ (0–131.9) [4]
Yamashita et al. (2016) 105.6 (75.0–134.4) ns ns 21‡ (1–119) [90]
Franceschini et al. (2017) ns 30–60 1–8 24.2† (2.2–115.5) [91]
Ricco et al. (2017) 100 (IQR: 81–136) 50 (IQR: 48–54) 3 (IQR: 3–5) 13‡ (IQR: 6–26) [92]
Qiu et al. (2018) ns 40–60 5–11 6.4‡ [93]
Values expressed as number (fractions) or median (range) or range:
†Mean.
‡Median. Follow-up values expressed as months.
BED10: Biological effective dose; fr: Fraction; GTV: Gross tumor volume; Gy: Gray; IQR: Interquartile range; ns: Not stated; PTV: Planning tumor volume.
15–76% and 11–41%, respectively. Recurrence-free survival (RFS) and PFS were reported in a minor proportion
of manuscripts (24.6%). PFS rates at 1 and 5 years were 45–87% and 5–64%, respectively. Postoperative mortality
was reported in 73.8% of studies, ranging between 0 and 4.7%. In nearly half of the included studies, a clear
mention of the prevalence of complications was not found or could not be derived from presented data. Where
reported, overall complication rates ranged between 0 and 23%. A description or a list of such complications has
been found in 59% of papers.
SBRT
Outcomes of treatment were reported in an extensive manner in most papers (Table 6). The authors report rates of
overall survival (OS) or RFS in almost all articles, with the majority of them (88.9%) mentioning percentages of LC,
reported as rates of LC and progression, local failure-free survival or local response. Intervals for assessing survival
and tumor progression were definitely shorter in SBRT papers: only five of the included articles (31.2%) reported
percentages of LC and survival at 5 years. Rates of OS at 1, 2 and 5 years ranged between 74–94.5%, 31.2–74.6%
and 21.8–58.3%, respectively. PFS at 1 and 2 years was 23.5–72% and 10–57%, respectively. Mortality rates
have been reported in 83.3% of publications and in 72.2% of series no patients died as a consequence of ablative
treatment. Post-treatment mortality ranged between 0 and 2%. Overall rates of adverse events were described in
27.8% of papers, whereas a detailed description of them, often with relative percentages or absolute numbers, could
be encountered more frequently. Adverse events were almost always reported using the Common Terminology
Criteria for Adverse Events [27] and their incidence ranged between 4 and 31%. In the majority of articles that
reported adverse events were Grade 1–Grade 2 toxicity, without the need for further treatments or minor measures
only.
Discussion
Surgical excision of pulmonary oligometastases seems to guarantee improved outcomes in terms of survival, and it
is currently the first-choice treatment for this condition [28]. In contrast, SBRT has traditionally been reserved for
patients unsuitable for surgical treatment. Nonetheless, recent improvements in technology and more precise pro-
tocols are broadening SBRT current indications [29]. It has been proposed that SBRT might induce not only tumor
cell death, but also a tumor-specific response of the host immune system, inactivation of remnant micrometastasis
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Table 5. Surgery: outcomes and complications.
Study (year) OS PFS Median survival Mortality Morbidity Ref.
Fourquier et al.
(1997)
5 yrs: 44% 5 yrs; 25% 25 2% 6% [12]
Robert et al. (1997) 2 yrs: 69%; 5 yrs: 48%; 10 yrs: 35% ns ns 1.8% ns [44]
Pastorino et al.
(1997)
5 yrs: 36%; 10 yrs: 26%; 15 yrs: 22% ns 35 1% ns [10]
Van der Veen et al.
(1998)
5 yrs: 38% ns ns 0% 15.3% [13]
Abecasis et al.
(1999)
5 yrs: 29.2% ns ns 4.7% 21.2% [45]
Kolodziejski et al.
(1999)
5 yrs: 58%; 10 yrs: 38% ns 58 2.1% 9.6% [35]
Leo et al. (2000) 5 yrs: 22%; 10 yrs: 16% ns 17 ns ns [46]
Friedel et al. (2001) 5 yrs: 35%; 10 yrs: 20%; 15 yrs: 18% ns 35 ns ns [47]
Piltz et al. (2002) ns ns 61 0.95% 10.7% [48]
Planchard et al.
(2003)
3 yrs: 58%; 5 yrs: 45%; 10 yrs: 30% 1 yr: 87%; 3 yrs:
48%
50.4 (2–252) 0.8% ns [49]
Monteiro et al.
(2004)
5 yrs: 47.4%; 10 yrs: 37.7% 5 yrs: 33.9%; 10 yrs:
19.1%
ns 0 11.5% [36]
Vogelsang et al.
(2004)
1 yr: 90%; 3 yrs: 47% ns ns 0% 3% [50]
Shiono et al. (2005) 5 yrs: 61.4% ns ns 0% ns [51]
Casali et al. (2006) 5 yrs: 36% 5 yrs: 26% ns ns ns [52]
Furak et al. (2006) 5 yrs: 33.6% ns ns 0 ns [53]
Harting et al. (2006) 3 yrs: 46.2%; 5 yrs: 29% ns ns ns 11.8% [54]
Rena et al. (2006) 5 yrs: 37%; 10 yrs: 15.8% 5 yrs: 28%; 10 yrs:
13%
ns 0.9% 7.9% [55]
Assouad et al.
(2007)
5 yrs: 34.4% ns 35 0 15.4% [15]
Melloni et al. (2007) 3 yrs: 50%; 5 yrs: 42%; 10 yrs: 30% ns 37 ns ns [16]
Veronesi et al.
(2007)
5 yrs: 60% ns ns ns ns [56]
Dahabre et al.
(2008)
5 yrs: 32.69% ns 42 0 0 [9]
Smith et al. (2008) 5 yrs: 15% 5 yrs: 5% 16 3.7% ns [17]
Yoshimoto et al.
(2008)
5 yrs: 54%; 10 yrs: 40%; 20 yrs: 25% ns 75.6 1.1% ns [37]
Winter et al. (2008) 5 yrs: 20.9% ns 19.4 4.4% 7.4% [57]
Lin et al. (2009) 5 yrs: 43.9%; 10 yrs: 19.5% 5 yrs: 19.5% ns 0% 0% [58]
Rama et al. (2009) 3 yrs: 61%; 5 yrs: 48%; 10 yrs: 11% ns ns 0% 8% [59]
Takakura et al.
(2009)
3 yrs: 64.9%; 5 yrs: 48.2% ns ns ns ns [60]
Borasio et al. (2010) 5 yrs: 55.4%; 10 yrs: 30.8% ns 28.8 (6–99.3) 0 13.1% [61]
Riquet et al. (2010) 5 yrs: 41%; 10 yrs: 27% ns 45 0 14.5% [62]
Sardenberg et al.
(2010)
5 yrs: 34.7% ns 36.7 0% 9.1% [63]
Tacconi et al. (2010) 3 yrs: 57.9%; 5 yrs: 38.4% 3 yrs: 53.5%; 5 yrs:
40.9%
ns 0% 2.3% [64]
Casiraghi et al.
(2011)
2 yrs: 74%; 5 yrs: 46% ns ns 0 13.8% [65]
Long et al. (2011) 3 yrs: 59.8%; 5 yrs: 47.2% ns 40 0 3.6% [66]
Stephens et al.
(2011)
ns ns 24.1 ns ns [67]
Zabaleta et al.
(2011)
3 yrs: 70.2%; 5 yrs: 54.3% ns 72 (0–129) 2% 8.3% [68]
Survival values expressed as months (range).
ns: Not stated; OS: Overall survival; PFS: Progression-free survival; VATS: Video-assisted thoracic surgery.
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Table 5. Surgery: outcomes and complications (cont.).
Study (year) OS PFS Median survival Mortality Morbidity Ref.
Blackmon et al.
(2012)
5 yrs: 55.4% ns 70.1 0 1.7% [18]
Chua et al. (2012) 3 yrs: 41%; 5 yrs: 34% 1 yr: 45%; 3 yrs:
25%
23 1% ns [69]
Goonerante et al.
(2012)
5 yrs: 40% ns ns 0% 14% [19]
Hirosawa et al.
(2012)
2 yrs: 76.6%; 5 yrs: 46.7% ns ns 0 ns [70]
Mizuno et al. (2012) ns ns 50 ns 7.6% [20]
Lo Faso et al. (2013) ns ns ns 0 Major 2.4% [71]
Poletti et al. (2013) 1 yr: 96%; 3 yrs: 77%; 5 yrs: 56%; 10 yrs:
39%
ns ns 1.9% 22.1% [38]
Cho et al. (2014) 5 yrs: 55.6% 5 yrs: 64.1% ns ns ns [72]
Renaud et al. (2014) ns ns ns 2% ns [73]
Renaud et al. (2014) 1 yr: 88%; 2 yrs: 72%; 3 yrs: 66%; 5 yrs:
58%
ns 94 ns ns [74]
Zampino et al.
(2014)
5 yrs: 43% ns 50.4 0% ns [75]
Booth et al. (2015) 5 yrs: 40%; 10 yrs: 27% ns ns 0.9% ns [41]





5 yrs: 27.9% ns ns 0.3% 5.7% [76]
Guerrera et al.
(2016)
2 yrs: 80%; 5 yrs: 53% 2 yrs: 54%; 5 yrs:
33%
ns 0.5% 2% [77]
Filippi et al. (2016) 1 yr: 96%; 2 yrs: 82% ns ns 1 (0.7%) 0% [30]
Franzke et al. (2016) 1 yr: 88.2%; 3 yrs: 71.4%; 5 yrs: 69.3% ns 51.0 (46.9–55.1) 0 11.5% [78]
Girelli et al. (2016) 5 yrs: 66.8%; 10 yrs: 40.5% ns 90.9 ns ns [79]
Okiror et al. (2016) ns ns 25.5 (1–60) 0% ns [80]
Guerrini et al.
(2016)
1 yr: 88.2%; 3 yrs: 71.4%; 5 yrs: 60.6%;
10 yrs: 41.3%
ns ns 0% ns [39]
Gafencu et al.
(2017)
ns ns ns 0 2.75% [22]
Kim et al. (2017) 5 yrs: 62.9% 3 yrs: 50.7% ns ns ns [23]
Shiomi et al. (2017) 5 yrs: 76% 5 yrs: 41% ns ns ns [81]
Sun et al. (2017) 5 yrs: 71.3% ns ns ns ns [82]
Shiono et al. (2017) 5 yrs: 70.5% 5 yrs: 38.2% ns 0% 6.5% [14]
Lodeweges et al.
(2017)
5 yrs: 41% 1 yr: 56% ns ns ns [24]
Survival values expressed as months (range).
ns: Not stated; OS: Overall survival; PFS: Progression-free survival; VATS: Video-assisted thoracic surgery.
and improved control of disease, in what is known as ‘abscopal effect’ [30]. Consequently, some authors evaluated
SBRT as an effective and less invasive alternative to surgery for patients with lung oligometastases [31].
The aim of this study was to report the current evidence on these two approaches for treatment of pulmonary
metastases and compare them in terms of effectiveness and safety.
The main findings of our study can be summarized as follows:
• We failed to demonstrate any substantial difference between surgery and SBRT in terms of short-term survival
results.
• Data on long-term outcomes suggest an advantage for surgery in terms of survival.
• The incidence of adverse events was overall similar in the reported articles, although in the radiotherapy articles
an overestimation of adverse events has been observed.
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Table 6. Stereotactic radiotherapy: outcomes and complications.
Study (year) OS PFS LC Mortality Morbidity Ref.





2 yrs: 66.5% 2 yrs: 32.4% ns 0% 4.92% [83]
Zhang et al.
(2011)
1 yr: 78.9%; 3 yrs: 40.8%; 5 yrs: 25.2% ns 1 yr: 96.6%; 3 yrs: 89.4%;
5 yrs: 89.4%
0% ns [25]
Oh et al. (2012) 2 yrs: 59.7%; 5 yrs: 56.2% ns ns 2% ns [34]
Filippi et al.
(2014)
1 yr: 85.1%; 2 yrs: 70.5% 1 yr: 72%; 2 yrs:
55.4%
1 yr: 93.4%; 2 yrs: 88.1% 0% ns [5]
Osti et al. (2013) 1 yr: 76.4%; 2 yrs: 31.2% 1 yr: 53.9%; 2 yrs:
22%
1 yr: 89.1%; 2 yrs: 82.1% 0% ns [29]
Siva et al. (2015) 1 yr: 93%; 2 yrs: 71% ns ns 0% 31% [84]
Aoki et al.
(2015)
3 yrs: 76% 3 yrs: 53.7% 3 yrs: 90% 0% 5% [85]
Binkley et al.
(2015)
1 yr: 93.7%; 2 yrs: 74.6% ns 1 yr: 91.3%; 2 yr: 83.8% 0% ns [86]
Jung et al.
(2015)
3 yrs: 64% 3 yrs: 24% 1 yr: 88.7%; 3 yrs: 70.6% 0% 4% [87]
De Rose et al.
(2016)
1 yr: 94.5%; 2 yrs: 74.6%; 3 yrs: 64.3%;
5 yrs: 22.1%
ns ns 0% ns [88]
Kinj et al. (2016) 1 yr: 83.8%; 2 yrs: 69.3%; 5 yrs: 58.3% 1 yr: 29.2%; 2 yrs:
14.6%
1 yr: 79.8%; 2 yrs: 78.2% 0% ns [33]
Helou et al.
(2016)
ns ns 1 yr: 95.6%; 2 yrs: 84.8% ns 8.3% [89]
Rieber et al.
(2016)
1 yr: 75.1%; 2 yrs: 54.4% ns 1 yr: 90.9%; 2 yrs: 81.2% 0.2% ns [4]
Yamashita et al.
(2016)
3 yrs: 53.2% 3 yrs: 32.2% 3 yrs: 74.2% 0% ns [90]
Franceschini
et al. (2017)
ns 1 yr: 84%; 2 yrs:
57.7%; 3 yrs: 47%





1 yr: 74.1%; 3 yrs: 33.3%; 5 yrs: 21.8% ns 1 yr: 80.4%; 3 yrs: 58.9%;
5 yrs: 46.2%
ns ns [92]
Qiu et al. (2018) 1 yr: 77.8%; 2 yrs: 42.8% 1 yr: 23.5%; 2 yrs:
10.1%
1 yr: 56.6%; 2 yrs: 30.9% ns ns [93]
LC: Local control; ns: Not stated; OS: Overall survival; PFS: Progression-free survival.
In the selected studies, OS at 1 year was 71–96% in surgical series and 74–94.5% after radiation therapy. A
recent retrospective study comparing the two treatments for metastases from colorectal cancer demonstrated similar
rates of survival in the short term, without significant differences in the two groups [32]. These figures are expression
of a good outcome after resection/irradiation in the short term, but it is not clear whether this is a consequence of
local ablative treatments or part of the natural history of the disease [33]. Patients with an oligometastatic state are a
particular subset of subjects with favorable prognostic factors [33] and therefore, short-term survival is probably not
the best parameter to establish the comparative effectiveness of these two treatments. A more appropriate indicator
of therapeutic efficacy in the short term might be the PFS. In the present review, PFS was slightly higher in the
surgical studies. In a recent retrospective study comparing surgery and SBRT for lung metastases, Filippi et al.
demonstrated a worse outcome in terms of PFS and local progression among patients in the SBRT group [32]. Since
in the context of metastatic disease the main goal of treatment is not cure but delaying progression and prolonging
survival [34], the most important point is performing a procedure that eliminates any possible source of further
metastatic spread. The presence of residual tumor has been demonstrated to be the main negative prognostic factor
in many large surgical studies, some of them published in the late 90s [11]. While surgical excision with evaluation
of resection margins allows an immediate feedback of completeness of resection, the efficacy of SBRT is defined
with the concept of LC and it can only be assessed at follow-up investigations. The primary goal of SBRT for the
treatment of oligometastases is to achieve an excellent rate of LC [31]. Although the R parameter refers to the degree
of completeness of surgical resection and LC is a late measure of effectiveness of SBRT treatment, there is an evident
analogy between the two factors in terms of potential eradication of disease. In the reported studies, slightly better
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rates of complete resection in the surgical series have been described when compared with LC at 1 year. This may
have a significant impact on recurrence and PFS and therefore, on long-term prognosis.
Only a minority of reports on SBRT have a follow-up time long enough to describe long-term outcomes data,
but from the included studies OS at 5 years tends to be higher in the surgical series. However, these results should be
interpreted with caution, since SBRT is currently still reserved for patients unfit or unwilling to undergo a surgical
treatment and this might have a considerable impact on the baseline conditions and survival rates of SBRT series
populations. In SBRT studies the best outcomes seem to be reached with high doses of radiation: in the study from
Kinj et al. [35]. 5-years OS reached 58.3% and in the series of Oh et al., this was 56% [36]. This confirms that high
doses of radiation conveyed to the target nodule, expressed as biological effective dose (BED10), result in better
ablative power and control of disease [34]. However, the effectiveness of SBRT seems to depend not only on the
irradiation protocols but also on the pattern of development of the oligometastatic state: in a recent large Japanese
nationwide series, patients with a metachronous oligometastatic state demonstrated higher OS rates compared with
those with synchronous oligometastasis [10]. Nonetheless, increasing attention is being paid toward the evolution of
the pattern of disease in response to systemic therapy or previous local ablative treatments and future investigations
will likely address the role of repeat-oligometastasis, the differences between a genuine or a chemotherapy-induced
oligometastatic state and their impact on the prognosis of patients [37]. Moreover, the rapid evolution of systemic
treatments and the introduction of molecular-targeted therapies might change the role of local aggressive treatments
in this setting [38].
In the surgical series from Smith et al., the authors report a low survival rate of 15% at 5 years and in the
same study, complete resection resulted the most relevant factor affecting survival [18]. In this study the prevalence
of R0 resections was low (78%), confirming the importance of a complete eradication of tumor deposits during
surgical treatment. Apart from this exceptions, 5-years OS is usually greater in surgical studies and can be as high
as 76%. Moreover, several surgical series describe rates of survival at 10 years reaching 40% [39–43], suggesting that
a stabilization or eradication of disease can be obtained in some cases.
Complications and adverse events were reported with similar percentages between surgical and SBRT series,
but this is probably the result of a reporting bias: there is an overestimation of adverse events after SBRT, due to
reporting of complications that do not require any further therapeutic measure.
There are consistent differences between surgical excision of metastases and other ablative techniques: excision
of lung nodules allows availability of tissue for confirmation of the metastatic nature of nodules, assessment of
resection margin for complete resection and pathological study for existing or future targeted therapies [44].
SBRT is an ablative technique that does not allow tissue harvesting for confirmation of diagnosis. Thus, one
may wonder whether all sites of irradiation effectively correspond to metastatic deposits. Indication for irradiation
is usually given at multidisciplinary tumor boards, based on patients’ past medical history, radiological features of
the nodules and dimensional evolution. Nevertheless, even with high levels of suspicion, some benign nodules may
mimic tumor features in radiological examinations. Indeed, several surgical investigations report how some excised
nodules did not confirm their metastatic nature at histopathological analysis [45,46]. Therefore, including patients
with benign nodules treated with SBRT might overestimate the survival benefits in the whole population.
Another element of concern could be that treating patients with SBRT means not having any information
regarding the R0 status after treatment or possible nodal involvement. Moreover, a suboptimal sensitivity of
preoperative imaging techniques (CT, CT-PET) has been demonstrated [47] and unexpected further lung nodules
at thoracotomy are not an uncommon finding [46,47]. For SBRT, this might implicate that radiation is not delivered
on a potential source of further tumor dissemination.
Finally, our investigation demonstrated that surgical series provide information based on larger populations and
with longer follow-up times. This makes, in our opinion, results coming from surgical reports more reliable. As
long as greater experience will mature in the use of SBRT and more solid evidence will emerge from large series,
we still recommend surgery as the main therapeutic option for oligometastatic disease of the lung. A prospective
randomized protocol comparing the two techniques is required to confirm our conclusions.
Limitations
There are several limitations in this study. The low number of articles directly comparing the two therapeutic options
lead the authors to include series dealing with one of the two treatments only. Nonetheless, most of the articles
reported incomplete information on outcomes and baseline conditions of patients and this may have reduced the
reliability of results. The net prevalence of retrospective studies and the presence of bias within and across them
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may have limited the accuracy of reported evidence. Including studies with metastases from several primary tumors
may have limited the significance of the outcome results, but this was determined by the fact that most SBRT
series deal with metastases arising from multiple histology. SBRT is usually reserved to patients excluded from
surgical indication due to anatomical considerations or general conditions: this may have an impact on prognostic
outcomes. SBRT articles described adverse events in a more accurate manner, reporting even low-grade events
where there was no need for any intervention: this undoubtedly overestimated the overall reported incidence of
complications compared with surgical series. Nonetheless many surgical articles did not report the R category,
which is an aspect of main importance when dealing with a therapeutic resection for a neoplastic state.
Conclusion
Surgical resection of pulmonary oligometastases is a safe and effective practice and allows a good control of disease
and prolongation of life, in cases where a complete resection can be achieved. SBRT is an attractive option with
lower invasiveness and side effects, but long-term follow-up data are still limited. Nonetheless, the heterogeneity
of therapy protocols in SBRT and the intrinsic differences between the two treatments do not allow to draw a
conclusion on the superiority of one option over the other.
Future perspective
The recent technological evolution led to a better understanding of the tumors’ behavior and the introduction of
new molecules changed the view of metastatic disease from being a condition of negative outcome to a stage where
the tumor can be stabilized or eradicated. This draws interesting perspectives:
• What will be the role of local treatments in the context of an ‘induced oligometastatic state’ after systemic therapy
regimens administered on patients with an overt polimetastatic disease?
• In this setting, it would be of great interest to assess the new roles of the different ablative techniques during the
evolution of disease;
• Nonetheless, a Phase III trial with long follow-up times and strict inclusion criteria would be recommended to
compare the effectiveness of the different aggressive local treatments in the context of oligometastatic disease.
Executive summary
• An oligometastatic state is a condition with a limited number of metastases, where local aggressive treatments,
such as surgical resection or stereotactic radiotherapy (SBRT), may play an important therapeutic role.
• Aim of the study was to define which is the best local treatment for patients with an oligometastatic disease.
• The study was conducted according to the PRISMA guidelines for systematic review and meta-analysis and
literature search was performed by defining a searching strategy using the PICOS method.
• Only articles in English language, with populations of more than 50 patients and where the treatment was
performed with curative intent were included.
• Sixty-one surgical studies and 18 articles on SBRT were finally selected.
• Overall survival is comparable in the short term but tends to be higher in the long term, although there is a
scarcity of long-term results for SBRT.
• Progression-free survival at 1 and 2 years tends to be higher in surgical studies.
• Mortality is comparable between surgery and SBRT, while the incidence of significant adverse events is higher in
patients undergoing surgical resection.
• The intrinsic differences between the two techniques and the heterogeneity of reporting of the included articles
do not consent to define which is the best treatment.
• Future investigations should include a prospective trial to compare the two modalities of treatment and define
the role of the different ablative techniques in the era of new chemotherapy regimens.
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